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ABSTRACT



architectures and thickness. Biofilm formation is therefore an extremely common phenomenon with a major economic impact in different industrial, medical and environmental fields (3–6), thus justifying the considerable amounts of experimental and theoretical research that have been devoted to these particular biological structures (7). Numerous reports have concerned the study of the physiological properties of bacteria embedded in biofilms. There is now general agreement that they exhibit different phenotypes when compared with their planktonic counterparts (8– 14), which might explain the increased resistance of sessile cells to different types of stress, such as dehydration, nutrient deprivation, antibiotics and antiseptics, and also toward highly reactive chemical biocides. This resistance may increase with the age of the biofilm (15) and can cause major problems, for example, in the health care field (resistance of biofilms on implants or in the setting of nosocomial infections) or in the food industry (persistent pathogenic or spoiling microorganisms on food preparation surfaces). Although the physiological properties of bacteria undoubtedly play an important role in the reactivity of biofilms, it is probably the architecture of the latter that is an essential factor with respect to both microbial behavior (biofilm thickness, cell–matrix ratio) and the process of diffusion through the biofilm. Considerable interest has therefore been shown in developing methods to study biofilm architecture. Much theoretical work has been reported on this subject (7). However, because of the small size of the bacteria making up a biofilm, highly sensitive, high-resolution microscopic methods are necessary for the experimental study of these systems. The development of electron microscopic techniques (transmission electron microscopy and scanning electron microscopy [SEM]) has provided useful information about the surfaces, morphology and arrangement of biofilms (7). On the other hand, electron microscopy requires the dehydration of samples; thus, biofilms when studied with this technique do not exhibit their natural structure, which can lead to certain structural misconceptions. More recently, the development of confocal laser scanning microscopy has enabled a new insight into common biofilm structures consisting of cell clusters (mushroom-shaped structures) separated by channels (16) that allow the flow of liquids within the biofilm and the transport of nutrients and molecules (biocides, viruses, bacteriophages etc.). However, to date, only a few



Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) under twophoton excitation was applied successfully to characterize the penetration and diffusion capabilities of fluorescent probes (latex beads and fluorescein isothiocyanate–dextran) of different size and electrical charge in two models of monomicrobial biofilms with low (Lactococcus lactis biofilm) or high (Stenotrophonas maltophilia biofilm) contents of extracellular polymeric substance (EPS). FCS measurements performed on each biofilm can show deviation from Brownian diffusion, depending on the local structure of the biofilm and the fluorophore size. In this case, we fitted the data to an anomalous diffusion model and determined apparent diffusion coefficients, which can be 50 times smaller than the values in aqueous solutions. This result was interpreted as steric hindrance of the diffusion of the fluorescent particles within the biofilm that can lead to a total inhibition as observed particularly in the mushroom-like structure of the S. maltophilia biofilm. Alternatively, mechanisms for the absence of FCS signal behavior were related to attractive electrostatic interactions between cationic particles and negatively charged bacteria or to specific interactions between dextrans and EPS of the biofilm matrix.



INTRODUCTION A biofilm can be described as a community of adhering microorganisms, generally embedded in an extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) matrix (1). Thus, a wide range of inert or living surfaces in contact with natural fluids may rapidly be colonized by one or several types of bacteria (2), ultimately leading to the formation of biofilms with different ¶Posted on the website on 27 March 2002. *To whom correspondence should be addressed at: Laboratoire de Photophysique Mole´culaire, UPR 3361, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France. Fax: 33-1-6935-8807; e-mail: marie-pierre.fontaine-aupart@ppm. u-psud.fr Abbreviations: EPS, extracellular polymeric substance; FCS, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy; FITC–dextran, fluorescein isothiocyanate–dextran; FRAP, fluorescence recovery after photobleaching; SEM, scanning electron microscopy; TPE, two-photon excitation. q 2002 American Society for Photobiology 0031-8655/02
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Photochemistry and Photobiology, 2002, 75(6) 571 investigations have been carried out into the process of diffusion through biofilms. In order to study mass transport mechanisms into biofilms, Bryers and Drummond (17) applied fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) under one-photon excitation or two-photon excitation (TPE) and compared their results with those obtained using the classic half-cell diffusion method. However, FRAP was unable to determine with accuracy the solute diffusion properties of fluorophores inside the excited volume. Indeed, this method does not provide direct information on the diffusion of photobleached fluorophores inside the excited volume but on molecules diffusing from the outside to the inside of the excited volume. The diffusion coefficients determined are then averaged over the macrostructure of the surrounding excited volume. Thus, FRAP cannot characterize the processes that may affect free diffusion. The velocity of liquid flow within biofilms was first measured by Stoodley et al. (16) using the original method of particle image velocimetry with CSLM, but this technique is restricted to fluorescent probes of a large size (.100 nm). Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) constitutes a powerful tool for the study of molecular dynamics, which to our knowledge has not yet been applied to the study of diffusion through biofilms. This technique, based on analyzing fluctuating intensities in the fluorescence signals emitted by a small number of molecules in a microvolume (18–20), is noninvasive and well suited to the study of biological media (21–23). During our study, FCS was associated with TPE, which offers attractive advantages over classical confocal microscopy when studying biological samples (24–26). The optical sectioning property inherent in TPE provides three-dimensional resolution, thus enabling studies in femtoliter volumes, producing a very low level of background. This localization of excitation also minimizes photodamage and photobleaching, which are factors that limit the study of living biological systems. Furthermore, the use of infrared wavelengths ensures deeper penetration than a confocal technique. In this work, FCS associated with TPE was used to study the molecular diffusion of fluorescent nanoparticles in two models of monomicrobial biofilms. In particular, we investigated the influence of the size and surface charge of fluorescent probes when evaluating the role of electrostatic and steric interactions during the diffusion process. The first biofilm, with a low EPS content, consisted of Lactococcus lactis, a bacterium widely used as a starter in the food industry, whereas the second biofilm with an EPS matrix contained the food spoilage bacterium Stenotrophonas maltophilia.



MATERIALS AND METHODS Microbial strains and growth conditions. Two bacterial strains were used during this study: S. maltophilia B110, which was isolated on a solid surface in a dairy factory by Unir (Paris, France), and L. lactis OSM31, an osmosensitive mutant with enhanced adhesion capabilities (27), which was kindly provided by M. Y. Mistou (INRA, Jouy-en-Josas, France). The strains were stored in a biofreezer at 2808C, subcultured twice and then cultivated for 17 h: at 258C in trypticase soy broth 1 6 g L21 yeast extract (TSYE; BioMe´rieux, France) under oxygenated conditions for S. maltophilia and at 308C in M17 broth (Difco, Elancourt, France) supplemented with 0.5% sucrose in the case of L. lactis cells. To prepare bacterial suspensions, the cells were harvested by centrifugation for 10 min at 7000



Table 1. Translational diffusion time tD of the fluorescent probes in aqueous solution. Stokes radii, R, for the different entities are from the product information sheets. Theoretical diffusion coefficients, D0, are calculated from the Stokes–Einstein equation. Experimental diffusion coefficients, Dexp, are determined from the tD values using Eq. 2. N corresponds to the number of fluorescent particles in the excitation volume



Fluorophore Dextran–FITC label (MW 40 000) (MW 70 000) (MW 150 000) Carboxylate-modified latex beads Amine-modified latex beads



R (nm)



N



tD Dexp D0 (ms) (mm2 s21) (mm2 s21)



4.5 40 6 40 8.5 17



0.69 0.81 1.3



45 38 24



49 37 26



14 11 21.5 5 55 0.5 13.5 30



2.2 3.5 9.2 2.3



14 9 3.4 14



17 10 4 16



g and 48C and then washed twice with and resuspended in 1.5 3 1021 mol L21 NaCl. Formation of biofilms. The solid substratum selected for this study was a 2 3 2 cm micro cover glass (Erie Scientific, Portsmouth, NH) treated with ferric ions, as previously described (28,29). For the experiment, samples were immersed overnight in a freshly prepared solution of 1.8 mM Fe(NO3)3 (Sigma Chemical Co., Lyon, France) at 258C. After this period of contact, the samples were rinsed three times with 200 mL sterile Milli-Q water and plated in a sterile petri dish (10 cm diameter) with 30 mL of a microbial suspension at a concentration of ø108 cfu mL21. After 3 h of contact, nonadherent bacteria were eliminated by rinsing with 20 mL sterile 1.5 3 1021 mol L21 NaCl. Adherent bacteria were then allowed to develop on glass slides for 17 h, at 258C in TSYE and at 308C in Brain Heart Infusion (BHI) for S. maltophilia and L. lactis strains, respectively. FCS was applied to the biofilms within a period of 24 h. Biofilm thickness was monitored microscopically, using a method derived from that described by Ba¨kke and Ollsen (30), and was estimated to be ;20–40 mm. Fluorescent probes. The fluorescent probes used during this study are listed in Table 1. The selection criteria for fluorophores were imposed by the experimental conditions required for FCS: detection of the fluorescence signal emitted by probes during the counting interval needed to be significant despite the low excitation energy employed, so as to minimize the autofluorescence of bacteria (see subsequently). Because of this constraint, fluorescent probes needed to diffuse as slowly as possible through the excitation volume (large particles), and each molecule had to contain several fluorophores. These two conditions would increase the fluorescence signal in comparison with a single, small fluorophore. Carboxylate-modified fluorescent latex beads were obtained from Molecular Probes (Interchim, Montluc¸on, France) and amine-modified beads from Estapor (Merk Eurolab, Fontenay-sous-bois, France). All beads were used in suspension in distilled water. The solutions were filtered and sonicated before each experiment. In addition, cationic beads were centrifuged for 30 min at 20 000 g and sonicated to eliminate any aggregates. Fluorescein isothiocyanate– dextran (FITC–dextran; Sigma–Aldrich, Lyon, France) was solubilized in 20 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 7. Both latex beads and FITC– dextran could be considered to have a globular structure, enabling an estimation of their diffusion coefficient using the Stokes equation. Solutions with differing degrees of viscosity were obtained by adding appropriate percentages of glycerol to the aqueous solution. The concentrations of the different fluorescent probes used for correlation experiments were the same for measurements in solution and in biofilms, ranging from 1 to 10 nM. Under these conditions, the mean number of molecules, N, in the excited volume, which could not be determined in the biofilms (see subsequently), was considered to be of the same order as that calculated in the solution. The addition of fluorescent probes to biofilms was achieved by



572 E. Guiot et al. rinsing the biofilms with the fluorescent solution just before the experiment. Zeta potential measurements. Measurement of the electrophoretic mobility of bacteria and fluorescent probes (suspended in 1.5 mM NaCl, pH 6) was performed in a 50 V electrical field using a Laser Zetameter (Zeˆtaphoreme`tre II, CAD Instrumentations, Les Essartsle-Roi, France). The results were based on an automated video analysis of about 200 particles at each measurement point. Electrophoretic mobility measurements were converted into Zeta potentials using the Smoluchowski equation (31). Scanning electron microscopy. Before examination under a Jeol JSM 5200 scanning electron microscope, the samples were fixed for 1 h in a glutaraldehyde solution (3% vol/vol), rinsed three times for 10 min in a solution of sodium cacodylate (0.2 M, pH 5 7.4), dehydrated in a succession of alcohol baths at increasing titers (70 to 100% vol/vol) and then coated with gold in a cathode vacuum evaporator (Jeol JFC 1102). Two-photon fluorescence correlation system. The TPE experimental system used during this study has been described in detail elsewhere (32). Briefly, the fluorescence excitation source was a femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser (MIRA 900, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA) pumped in the green by a continuous wave diode-pumped solid state laser (VERDI, Coherent Inc.). This light source produces a 76 MHz pulse train of 100 fs pulses. The intensity was attenuated with neutral filters to 10 mW at the sample. At this intensity level, no cellular degradation was observed during the time of experiments. A fixed excitation wavelength of 780 nm was used for all the experiments described herewith. The laser beam entered through a Zeiss Axiovert 135 microscope and focused on the sample through a Zeiss oil immersion objective (633, numerical aperture (N.A.) 5 1.4). In our experiments, the radius of the focus beam was ;0.5 mm. Fluorescence was then collected by the same objective, separated from the excitation radiation by a dichroic mirror and detected with a photomultiplier tube (R7205-01, Hamamatsu, Massy, France). Residual laser radiation was removed by placing appropriate filters in front of the photomultiplier. This device was connected to a discriminator (TC 454, Oxford Instruments Inc., Oxford, UK), and the signal was then transmitted to an acquisition card (DAQ PCI-6602, National Instrument, Blanc-Mesnil, France), used in the Buffer Event Counting mode. Depending on the diffusion coefficients of the fluorophores, the photons emitted were counted during a temporal gate (named sampling time), which was typically within the range of a few microseconds. After collection, the data were transferred to a personal computer (500 MHz) and analyzed using inhouse software programs. Furthermore, to minimize the autofluorescence of biofilms, interference bandpass filters (40 nm wide) (Coherent Inc.) were included, centered at 550 and 600 nm for FITC–dextran and latex beads, respectively. Nevertheless, the remaining bacterial fluorescence still significantly contributed to the overall fluorescence count rates. The determination and analysis of fluorescence correlation curves in the case of free Brownian motion of molecules have been described in detail elsewhere (32). Assuming that the excitation intensity profile could be approximated using a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution, the fluorescence correlation curves were fitted using the following normalized autocorrelation function (33): g(t) 5 1 1
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(1) where N is the number of fluorescent molecules in the excitation volume, tD the translational diffusion time, v0 the beam-waist at the focal point and z0 the focal depth. It was noted that fluorescence correlation measurements required low N values to be detected. Previous calibration experiments (32) had enabled us to determine under these experimental conditions a v0 value of 0.50 6 0.04 mm and z0 of 1.7 6 0.2 mm, corresponding to an excitation volume of 3 mm3. The ratio of background intensity, Ib, to total signal intensity, S, was included to correct the reduction in amplitude caused by background signals. This ratio is generally negligible in the case of measurements in aqueous solutions but becomes significant and fluctuating in biological media. Thus, the precise determination of N is not possible, which was the case in the biofilm matrix.



Under TPE, the translational diffusion coefficient, D, was calculated as (33): Dexp 5 v02/8tD



(2)



In the presence of obstacles that lead to deviation of the molecules from Brownian motion (called abnormal diffusion) (34), the normalized autocorrelation function is transformed into:
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where the dw parameter reflects the abnormal diffusion; for free diffusion, dw is equal to 2 and increases with increasing obstacle concentration. This effect corresponds to an increase of the translational diffusion time, tD, and to a decrease of the apparent diffusion coefficient, Dexp. Fluorescence lifetime system. A time-correlated single photon counting method was employed to determine the lifetime of the fluorescent singlet excited state of the FITC chromophore. Fluorescence was thus detected by means of a microchannel plate photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R3809U-52) connected to a 1 GHz amplifier and timing discriminator (gain 0–150 mV) (9327 EGG Ortec, Oak Ridge, TN) and a picosecond time analyzer (EGG Ortec 9308). The time resolution of the experimental setup was 55 ps. Using an average incident power of 10 mW, approximately five million counts (giving ;1.5 3 104 counts in the peak channel) were stored for each fluorescence decay. Intensity decays were analyzed in the setting of a multiexponential model.



RESULTS Microscopic observations of biofilm architecture Before the experiments, the structure of the biofilms was observed using SEM. A representative area of the structure of the L. lactis biofilm is shown in Fig. 1a. This structure was homogeneous throughout the sample, with no specific three-dimensional architecture, and was composed of adhering cell layers without visible EPS structure. In contrast, microbial cells of S. maltophilia could be embedded in a homogeneous and thick exopolymeric matrix, named zone 1 (Fig. 1b) or in a specific young (zone 2) (Fig. 1c) or mature (zone 3) (Fig. 1d) densely packed mushroom-like structure. Zeta potential measurements The results concerning the measurements of zeta potentials by electrophoretic mobility are summarized in Table 2. At pH 6, they revealed the anionic nature of dextran–FITC– labeled particles and carboxylate-modified latex beads on the one hand and the cationic nature of amine-modified latex beads on the other. The zeta potential measured at pH 6 on either free cells or resuspended, sonicated and biofilmed cells indicated the global negative charge of all the bacterial cells used in this study. It could be seen that in both the planktonic and the sessile states, L. lactis exhibited a higher density of negatively charged groups on its cell wall than did S. maltophilia. FCS of fluorescent probes Before studies in biofilms, FCS measurements were performed under the same experimental conditions using the fluorescent probes in aqueous solutions at room temperature (water viscosity hw 5 0.96 cP at 295 K). Typical experimental fluorescence correlation curves ob-



Photochemistry and Photobiology, 2002, 75(6) 573 Table 2. Zeta potential at pH 5 6 of the fluorescent probes and of the constitutive bacteria of the two biofilms used in this study Zeta potential (mV) Carboxylate-modified latex beads, radius 55 nm Carboxylate-modified latex beads, radius 14 nm Amine-modified latex beads, radius 13.5 nm FITC–dextran, MW 150 kDa, radius 8.5 nm S. maltophilia (planktonic cells) S. maltophilia (sonicated biofilm cells) L. lactis (planktonic cells) L. lactis (sonicated biofilm cells)



251 244 128 221 213 27 232 242



6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6



5 5 3 3 3 3 3 3



The latter produced diffusion coefficient values differing by a factor of ;2 from the concordant results obtained using FRAP and FCS. This apparent discrepancy arose from the method of data analysis used for half-cell experiments, which considers diffusion in only one direction. In view of the fact that EPS may induce local changes in the viscosity of biofilms, reducing the transfer of mass through them, preliminary experiments were carried out to determine the diffusion of fluorescent probes in solutions of increasing viscosity. Figure 3a presents the typical curves obtained with the 150 kDa FITC–dextran. tD could be expressed as a function of viscosity, h, as follows: tD 5



v02 h 8Dw hw



(4)



where Dw corresponds to the diffusion coefficient measured in water corresponding to the viscosity, hw. The curves obtained for latex beads with a radius of 28 nm and for the smallest and largest FITC–dextran particles (40 and 150 kDa, respectively) are shown in Fig. 3b. The linear relationship between tD and h was verified for each fluorophore. It was thus shown that FCS is a highly sensitive method for measuring variations in the viscosity of a medium.



Figure 1. SEM images (bars 5 1 mm) of a L. lactis biofilm (a) and different zones of a S. maltophilia bioflm (b), (c) and (d).



tained for FITC–dextran and latex beads are shown in Fig. 2. The tD values obtained by fitting experimental curves (Eq. 1) and corresponding diffusion coefficient Dexp values calculated using Eq. 2 are summarized in Table 1. The theoretical values, D0, determined using the Stokes equation, are also shown for comparison. The linear relationship between tD and the Stokes radius of each fluorophore was verified (Fig. 2, inset). The diffusion coefficient of FITC–dextran was also determined using the FRAP and diffusion half-cell methods (17).



Figure 2. Experimental fluorescence correlation curves g(t) as a function of the probe diameter. (C) and (n) correspond to measurements on FITC–dextran, (,) and (▫) to measurements on latex beads. Sampling time during acquisition was 10 ms. Continuous lines correspond to the fitting of the curves using Eq. 1. Inset, linear relationship between diameter of the fluorescence probes and the translational diffusion time, tD.
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Figure 3. (a) Experimental correlation curves obtained for 150 kDa FITC–dextran (5 nM) in 20 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 7, as a function of the viscosity. Changes in the viscosity correspond to different glycerol–water mixtures: 0, 20/80, 40/60, 50/50 and 60/40 corresponding to a viscosity of 0.96, 1.7, 3.6, 6 and 10.6 cP, respectively. Sampling time during acquisition was 30 ms. Fitting of the curves by Eq. 1 are represented as straight lines. (b) Variation of the translational diffusion time of various fluorescent probes as a function of the viscosity.



Figure 4. (a) Fluorescence correlation curves for anionic latex beads of 14 nm radius obtained in water and for different penetration depths inside a L. lactis biofilm. Sampling time during acquisition was 10 ms. The fit of the curves (straight line) is obtained using Eq. 1. The correlation signal measured for cationic beads is also reported (1). (b) Fluorescence correlation curves for anionic latex beads of 55 nm radius obtained in water and at various points on the same plane of a L. lactis biofilm. The sampling time was the same as in Fig. 4a. Fitting of the distorted curves using Eq. 3 is also reported (straight line).



FCS measurements in microbial biofilms L. lactis biofilms. The remaining autofluorescence of bacteria was high enough to create an additional correlation signal superposed on those of the fluorophores. We verified that the correlation curves corresponding to L. lactis biofilm movement (tD . 1 s) did not affect data within the time range of fluorophore diffusion (tD , 10 ms). Fluorescence correlation measurements in uniform L. lactis biofilms were performed using the different fluorophores listed in Table 1. In view of their size, their absorption by bacteria could be excluded. Correlation curves therefore corresponded only to diffusion of the probes through the solvent channels. The correlation curves obtained for anionic particles with a Stokes radius ranging from 4.5 to 55 nm were superposed on those obtained with fluorescent probes in pure water, whatever the depth of penetration (Fig. 4a). All the curves can be fitted using Eq. 1. Figure 4b shows the different correlation curves obtained at various points on the same plane for the largest anionic latex beads (radius 55 nm). Similar results were obtained at different depths within the biofilm. It was evident that these curves were distorted in comparison with those obtained in an aqueous solution (Figs. 2 and 3), and they are evaluated under the assumption of an abnormal



diffusion model (Eq. 3). The apparent diffusion coefficient obtained in this case varied from 2 mm2 s21 (tD 5 15.4 ms) for the less distorted curve (dw 5 2.4) to 0.2 mm2 s21 (tD 5 154 ms) for the more distorted curve (dw 5 3.6). No fluorescent correlation signals were obtained with cationic fluorophores. S. maltophilia biofilms. As observed with L. lactis biofilms, the fluorescence correlation signals resulting from biofilm movement did not affect those of fluorophores. Figure 5a shows typical fluorescence correlation curves obtained for anionic latex beads (Stokes radius, 14 nm) during several horizontal scans and at different depths within the biofilm. Curve profiles were markedly dependent upon local biofilm structure. Within more homogeneous structures (zone 1, Fig. 5a), the fluorescence correlation curves obtained for probes were already distorted when compared with the curves obtained in an aqueous solution. These distortions increased with the compactness of local biofilm structures (zone 2, Fig. 5a). In all cases, the correlation curves can be fitted satisfactorily using the abnormal diffusion model (Eq. 3). In zone 1, we find for the two curves tD values of 5.8 and 6.4 ms corresponding to apparent diffusion
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Figure 5. Fluorescence correlation curves for anionic latex beads of 14 nm radius (a) and for 150 kDa FITC–dextran (b) obtained in water and in the three distinct structural zones of a S. maltophilia biofilm. The sampling time was the same as in Fig. 4a. The fitting of the curves was obtained using Eq. 3 for the distorted curves in (a) and using Eq. 1 in (b). The correlation signal measured for cationic beads is also reported (1).



coefficients of 5.4 and 4.8 mm2 s21 and dw values of 2.3 and 3.1, respectively. In zone 2, we have a dispersion of the tD values from 14.7 ms (relative diffusion coefficient 2.1 mm2 s21 and dw value 3.8) to 127 ms (relative diffusion coefficient 0.25 mm2 s21 and dw value 5). The densest part of the biofilm (zone 3, Fig. 5a) prevented the acquisition of any correlation curves. With regard to the largest anionic latex beads (Stokes radius, 55 nm), correlation curves were only obtained in the less compact zone 1. As in the L. lactis biofilm, no fluorescent correlation signals were obtained with cationic latex beads. FITC–dextran beads were also applied to S. maltophilia. Although they were smaller than latex beads, their fluorescence correlation curves revealed their different behavior. Figure 5b demonstrates how the correlation curves obtained with 150 kDa FITC–dextran particles in zone 1 were the same as those obtained with the chromophore in water. Surprisingly, in the more compact zones of the biofilm (zones 2 and 3), no correlation signals were detected. This result, which was not observed in L. lactis biofilms, suggests a particular interaction between FITC–dextran and the EPS of the biofilm. To verify this hypothesis, fluorescence lifetime measurements were performed. Fluorescence lifetime measurements The dynamic fluorescence properties under TPE of FITC– dextran in the presence of xanthane (one of the components



Figure 6. (a) Time-resolved fluorescence obtained at pH 7 (Tris buffer) of 150 kDa FITC–dextran in the absence and in the presence of xanthane. f(t) corresponds to the instrumental function. The excitation wavelength was 760 nm. (b) Fitting residuals. (c and d) Fluorescence lifetime distributions recovered for free FITC–dextran and for FITC–dextran–xanthane, respectively. The fluorescence lifetimes and the relative amplitude of each species are also reported.



of the EPS matrix of S. maltophilia biofilms) have been investigated and the results compared with those obtained under the same experimental conditions for the free fluorophore. In the absence of xanthane, the fluorescence decay of FITC–dextran showed a distinct biexponential behavior (Fig. 6). Deconvolution of the decay trace resulted in a component of 3.8 ns, the same as that measured for fluorescein or FITC at neutral pH (35), and also in a shorter nanosecond component (1.2 ns) with a low amplitude (Fig. 6). One may naturally suppose that there are at least two binding sites in the covalent complex FITC–dextran associated with different lifetimes of the excited fluorescein. The fluorescence decay profile of FITC–dextran shows a distinct behavior in the presence of xanthane in comparison with that of the free fluorophore (Fig. 6). We have first verified that upon TPE of free xanthane at 760 nm, no fluorescence was detected. The two fluorescence lifetimes of FITC– dextran are shortened and the relative amplitude of each component significantly modified (Fig. 6).



DISCUSSION As mentioned previously, and because no methodological tools were available, very few studies have considered diffusion as a function of local biofilm structure. This work thus represents the first use of FCS under TPE to study molecular diffusion within microbial biofilms with a variety of



576 E. Guiot et al. structures. The diffusion processes were characterized by comparing the fluorescence correlation curves measured for probes in solution and those integrated into the biofilms. These measurements demonstrated the existence of three types of curves: (1) water-like fluorescence correlation curves; (2) distorted fluorescence correlation curves; and (3) absence of fluorescence correlation signals. These results could be related, firstly, to biofilm architecture (and particularly the presence of EPS) and, secondly, to the role of steric and physicochemical interactions between diffused compounds and the constituents of the biofilm. Heterogeneity of diffusion within biofilms In both the biofilms studied, it was possible to measure fluorescence correlation curves for probes within the biofilm, which could be superposed upon those obtained in water, these results indicating no inhibition of diffusion in comparison with the aqueous solution. However, such free diffusion is highly dependent upon biofilm composition. Whatever the depth and position tested in L. lactis biofilms, diffusion coefficients identical to those measured in pure water were obtained for anionic particles with a radius smaller than 55 nm (Fig. 4a). The same results were found in S. maltophilia biofilms but only for anionic particles with a radius of less than 14 nm and in the most homogeneous, smooth zones (zone 1) (Fig. 5a). These results thus demonstrated the limitations to diffusion brought about by the presence of EPS in the biofilm matrix. The SEM images obtained of different biofilms (Fig. 1) visualized interbacterial spaces of ;1 mm, so that water-type correlation curves might have been expected for the larger fluorescent particles. However, these larger channels may have been a structural consequence of biofilm dehydration (required for SEM measurements) and may not exist in a hydrated system. It should also be noted that (as in water) the free diffusion of fluorescent particles revealed that the local viscosity of L. lactis and of zone 1 of S. maltophilia were not modified in comparison with that of water. Despite this absence of viscosity change within L. lactis biofilms, the fluorescence correlation curves measured with anionic latex beads with a radius of 55 nm exhibited considerable distortions when compared with those obtained in water (Fig. 4b). In some points of the biofilm, the apparent diffusion coefficient can be ;15 times smaller than that in water. This result could only be interpreted as steric inhibition of the diffusion of these molecules within the biofilm. Similar distortions were observed in measurements of anionic latex beads with a radius of 14 nm in S. maltophilia biofilms (zones 1 and 2). Given the presence of EPS, a higher degree of viscosity might have been expected in these biofilms. We have already shown that this was not the case in zone 1 (see previously). The fluorescence correlation curves measured in zone 2 (Fig. 5a) could not be superposed upon those obtained in media with controlled viscosity (Fig. 3). Thus, the distortions observed could not solely be induced by a change of the viscosity of the medium. The well fitting of the curves using Eq. 3 reflected diffusion in a heterogeneous medium containing more or less obstacles in different parts of the S. maltophilia biofilm. Furthermore, both the translational diffusion time and the dw values increased



with the compactness of the medium, thus once more emphasizing the role of EPS in diffusion. The absence of fluorescence correlation signals may be attributed to total inhibition of the diffusion of fluorescent particles and also to quenching of the fluorescence of probes because of their specific interaction with a biofilm constituent. In our study, because of the contribution of the bacterial autofluorescence, it was impossible to distinguish between these two processes by the analysis of the fluorescent count rates. No fluorescence correlation signals could be measured with cationic latex beads (R 5 14 nm) within either biofilm, unlike the results obtained with anionic particles of the same size and containing the same fluorophore. This result excludes a quenching process and demonstrates the role of electrostatic interactions within biofilms. It is reasonable to suggest that an interaction between the positive charge of latex beads and the negative charge of L. lactis and S. maltophilia bacteria (as revealed by measurements of electrophoretic mobility) inhibited any possibility of diffusion of these beads within the biofilms studied. Therefore, these biofilms appeared to constitute a barrier to the diffusion of positively charged particles. An absence of correlation signals was also observed within ‘‘mushroom-like’’ three-dimensional structures (zone 3) in the S. maltophilia biofilm with all types of anionic latex particles. A quenching phenomenon is unlikely in this case because the fluorophores were entrapped within microspheres, which thus markedly restricted their ability to interact with their environment. This hypothesis was confirmed by the existence of a correlation signal in zones 1 and 2 of the biofilms. Thus, the absence of a correlation signal for these microspheres unquestionably demonstrated their inability to diffuse in these mushroom-like structures. Although anionic FITC–dextran particles are smaller than latex beads, no fluorescence correlation signals were measured in zones 2 and 3 of S. maltophilia biofilms (Fig. 5b). The time-resolved fluorescence data revealed only a partial quenching of FITC–dextran fluorescence in the presence of xanthane, as pointed out by a decrease in the fluorescence lifetimes in comparison with those obtained for free FITC– dextran (Fig. 6). We have also verified that xanthane did not affect the fluorescence properties of free FITC. Thus, we can conclude that the absence of correlation signals was the consequence of an inhibition of the FITC–dextran diffusion through the biofilm because of specific interactions between EPS and dextran. The nature of these interactions cannot be interpreted at this time. Biological relevance It has been established clearly that cells included in a biofilm exhibit higher resistance to environmental stress (disinfection, antibiotic treatment, phage attack) than their planktonic homologues. Current thinking is that these resistance phenomena are probably caused by the presence of the exopolymeric matrix of the biofilm or by the particular physiology of cells included in the biofilm (or both) (13). Indeed, it has been suggested that the EPS matrix acts like a barrier to molecular diffusion within bacterial biofilms. In the absence of any electrostatic interactions (see subsequent-



Photochemistry and Photobiology, 2002, 75(6) 577 ly), our results show that a large number of entities could penetrate and diffuse at different depths within these organic structures, even though diffusion was sometimes restricted. Thus, from a steric point of view, nothing prevents the diffusion of nutrients, antimicrobial agents or even certain biological agents such as small bacteriophages or viruses in zones of biofilms containing a low level of exopolymeric compounds. In this way, bacteriophages of lactic acid bacteria constitute a threat during industrial milk fermentation because infection leads to the lysis of starter cells (36). In view of our results, it is probable that phages can penetrate into L. lactis biofilms that have formed on processing equipment in dairy plants. These immobilized bacteriophages could therefore be protected from environmental stress, infect sensitive bacteria within the biofilm and then, during biofilm erosion, contaminate the milk being processed. Our results also show that from a steric point of view, the diffusion of such biological entities is possible in biofilms with a higher EPS content. Such diffusion may be implicated in the mechanism of phage infection by bacteria included in a biofilm (37,38). This process may be of particular importance to the current development of bacteriophage therapy (39). Although steric overload does not appear to constitute a limiting factor to diffusion, it may be disturbed by physicochemical interactions between diffusing particles and the constituents of the biofilm. Our results demonstrated inhibition of the diffusion of positively charged particles within globally negatively charged biofilms. Furthermore, using fluorescent markers, Huang et al. (10) had shown that most of the respiratory activity of a biofilm occurred near the biofilm bulk–fluid interface, indicating strong binding and thus poor penetration of the positively charged monochloramine. As has already been suggested by some authors (12,16,17), these experimental results demonstrate the influence of electrostatic interactions on intrabiofilm diffusion. Thus, the choice of a disinfectant should take account of its charge and that of the target requiring disinfection, so as to optimize its efficacy. Our results thus show that even if diffusion is possible in undifferentiated zones (zones 1 and 2), the exclusion of biocides from bacterial cells embedded in a mushroom-like structure would lead to global resistance of the microbial community. Indeed, it was previously observed by Davies et al. (11) that the strong resistance to a chemical biocide exhibited by Pseudomonas aeruginosa POA1 was associated with the formation of this type of three-dimensional structure. Leriche et al. (40) also observed that in the case of biofilms made up of three Gram-positive bacteria, only mushroom-like structures with a high EPS content permitted microbial development, despite the daily action of a disinfectant. Taken together, all these results indicate that the mushroom-like architecture of a biofilm may act as a strong barrier against the diffusion of entities as small as antimicrobial agents. In conclusion, the combined use of TPE (with its remarkable properties that enable the study of biological materials) and FCS (which only requires very low concentrations of fluorophores) appears to constitute a powerful and noninvasive method to study the local molecular diffusion process within the heterogeneous structures of a microbial biofilm.



This study offers new perspectives to clarifying our understanding of the specific phenotypes of bacterial biofilms and thus enables control of their development. Acknowledgements The authors would like to thank V. Hawken for the English correction of the manuscript, Unir and M. Y. Mistou for the gift of the microbial strains.
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